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Abstract— In this paper, we present a heuristic planning ap-
proach for guarding a valuable asset by a team of autonomous
unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) operating in a continuous
state-action space. The team’s objective is to maximize the
amount of time it takes an intruder boat to reach the asset.
The team must cooperatively deal with uncertainty about which
boats are actual intruders, employ active blocking to slow
down intruders’ movement towards the asset, and intelligently
distribute themselves around the target to optimize future
guarding opportunities. Our planner incorporates a market-
based algorithm for allocating tasks to individual USVs by
forward-simulating the mission and assigning estimated utilities
to candidate task-allocation plans. The planner can be automat-
ically adapted to a specific mission by optimizing the behaviors
used to fulfil individual tasks. We present detailed simulation
results that demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

Technological progress in the development of autonomy
for unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) [1] is enabling un-
manned boats to be used for guarding of sensitive areas in
naval missions. The use of autonomous USVs for protecting
an asset against intruder boats can lead to significant cost
reduction while preserving the required level of security.
This application, however, presents multiple challenges for
the team of USVs from the planning perspective.

Guarding an asset requires the team of USVs to coopera-
tively patrol the area around the asset, observe passing boats,
identify intruders, and delay their progress towards the target
by active blocking (see Fig. 1). The vehicles have to make
intelligent, balanced decisions about which tasks to perform
in order to prevent intruders from attacking the target without
being blocked. This presents a non-trivial challenge for the
planning algorithm since the identity of the boats may not be
known at the time they enter the visibility range of the USVs.
Furthermore, the planning must be done efficiently despite
the very large state-action space since multiple tasks can be
assigned to multiple agents simultaneously. The planner has
to also consider time dependencies since selecting the tasks
requires knowledge of what future tasks are possible in order
to maximize expected performance. Finally, the developed
approach should be usable in a range of scenarios.
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Fig. 1: A team of unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) guard
an oil tanker against intruder boats. Each boat is assigned a
probability of being an intruder based on observations made
by the USV team.

The problem’s complexity merits solutions at multiple lev-
els, including high-level task planning approaches, trajectory
planning for collision-free guidance [2], [3], [4], machine
learning for automated synthesis of behaviors for intruder
interception [5], and generation of state transition models
using GPU-accelerated simulation [4].

This paper focuses on high-level task planning and be-
havior optimization for a team of USVs to guard a valuable
asset. The developed heuristic planning approach is able to
deal with uncertainty about which boats are actual intruders.
It computes an approximate solution to an instance of the
MT-MR-TA (i.e., multi-task robots, multi-robot tasks, time-
extended allocation) variant of the task allocation problems
[6] in real-time. The individual tasks are assigned to USVs
incrementally using market-based exchanges [7] between
the vehicles. The task allocation is evaluated using model-
predictive simulation, i.e. by looking-ahead and estimating
the utility of the allocation in order to optimize the assign-
ment of future tasks based on the current state of the boats in
the scene. Each task is executed by a corresponding param-
eterized behavior that is optimized for specific properties of
the mission (i.e., the number of available USVs, an estimated
number of intruders, spatial distribution of the coming boats
in respect to the target, etc.). The behaviors are optimized



for all vehicles concurrently to account for their individual
contributions to the guarding strategy.

II. RELATED WORK

We review representative approaches for task allocation,
multi-robot patrolling, and learning of cooperative behaviors.

From the task planning perspective, a mission is either
manually or automatically divided into tasks, hierarchical
task tree structures, or roles defined for robots. The tasks are
allocated to robots based on a number of factors according
to the multirobot task allocation (MRTA) taxonomy in [6].
The particular factors include the number of tasks that can
be performed by a single robot (i.e., ST as single-task
robots, and MT as multi-task robots), number of robots
that are required to fulfil a task (i.e., SR as single-robot
tasks, and MR as multi-robot tasks), and whether the current
assignment of tasks is optimized for future tasks or not (i.e.,
IA as instantaneous task allocation, and TA as time-extended
allocation). Mostly related to our work is MT-MR-TA variant
that is known to be NP-hard making real-time computation
of the optimal task allocation infeasible.

The core techniques developed for solving MRTA prob-
lems can be categorized (1) into market-based and behavior-
based approaches, (2) based on their ability to allocate simple
or complex tasks, and (3) whether they decompose first and
then allocate or vice versa, or approaches that do not separate
the two phases. Our task allocation algorithm is most closely
related to the market-based group of approaches that have
low computational requirements compared to the centralized
approaches [8] and compute more close-to-optimal solutions
than distributed approaches [9]. A thorough survey on the
current state of the art in market-based techniques for
multirobot task allocation is given in [10]. These include
MURDOCH [11], TraderBots [12], and Hoplites [13].

A survey of the current state-of-the-art patrolling algo-
rithms is provided in [14]. The representative approaches
are evaluated in detail in [15] in terms of the average
idleness of a patrolling graph and scalability to the number
of agents metrics. In our approach, the patrolling strategy is
computed indirectly through the market-based exchange of
guard tasks commanding the vehicles to computed waypoints
or predefined patrolling locations.

In the USV domain, Simetti et al. [16] developed a heuris-
tic approach for a team of USVs to intercept an intruder. The
approach selects the best USV to intercept the detected in-
truder while considering obstacles in the scene. The positions
of the USVs are optimized using a combination of Monte
Carlo and gradient descent algorithms. Zhang and Meng [17]
developed a distributed, STAGS heuristic approach for multi-
USV target defense. The approach utilizes a motivational,
behavior-based algorithm for task allocation. Deployment
of USVs around the target is handled by a heuristic, self-
deployment algorithm based on dynamically created gaps.
The parameters of the approach are optimized using multi-
objective optimization to minimize the average response time
(i.e., the time to investigation since the detection of the
intruders by static sensors) and missing rate.

In our approach, we have developed two-side share and
offer types of contracts as the tools for marginal cost
based contracting [18], allowing decentralized task negoti-
ation among agents. Other contributions of our work in-
clude explicit consideration of uncertainty in recognizing
intruder boats (i.e., due to limited sensing). Moreover, the
outlined task planning and allocation problem does not
allow us to explicitly compute utilities of individual agent-
task assignment pairs because of the dependency of these
utilities on the task assignments of other agents. Hence, our
market-based algorithm is driven by a user-defined objective
function that evaluates the utility of a particular, collective
task assignment. We use model-predictive simulation to
evaluate candidate task allocation plans, which allows robots
to explicitly consider the tasks of its surrounding robots when
evaluating candidate plans, and to perform time-extended
allocation of tasks. Finally, due to the market-based nature of
the developed algorithm, task negotiation can be terminated
at any time and still provide a reasonable solution [19].

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We define a multi-agent planning problem where a team
of USVs must defend a stationary target against a team of
hostile intruders. The USV team’s objective is to delay the
hostile boats’ arrival at the target. More formally, given,
(i.) a team of USVs U = {u1, u2, . . . um} protecting a

target positioned at location ltarget where vui
is the

maximum surge speed of ui
(ii.) a set of passing boats B = {b1, b2, . . . bn} including

intruder boats X ⊆ B where vbi is the maximum surge
speed of bi

(iii.) the state of the world s = {lu1
, . . . lum

, lb1 , . . . lbn}
defining the location lui

of every USV ui and location
lbi of every boat bi,

(iv.) an observation history O = {ot1 , ot2 , . . . otk} where
each oti = 〈sti , Fti〉 represents the observations made
by the USV team at time ti, where sti is the state of
world and Fti = {fb1 , fb2 , . . . fbn} is a set of observed
features fbj (e.g. size, color) for each boat bj ,

(v.) a set of observe tasks, Ho, where USVs are responsible
for gathering information about the passing boats; a
set of guard tasks, Hg , where USVs must position
themselves in vulnerable areas around the target; and
a set of delay tasks, Hd, where USVs must intercept
and then block a hostile USV,

(vi.) an observation classification function P (bi ∈ X|O) that
returns the probability that boat bi is an intruder given
observation history O

(vii.) a non-deterministic opponent model πbi(O) that returns
a velocity vector v for boat bi, defining the behavior of
boat bi given observation history O

(viii.) a blocking function, vblock(bi, n) = v′ ∈ [0, vbi ] that
returns the maximum achievable surge speed of boat bi
when it is blocked by n different USVs,

(ix.) a response team probability threshold palert, indicating
at what probability P (bi ∈ X|O) an alert should be
triggered for boat bi



Compute,
(i.) a joint task allocation A = {Hu1

, Hu2
, . . . Hum

} for
the USV team, where Hui ⊆ Ho ∪Hg ∪Hd is the set
of tasks assigned to USV ui. Each guard or observe
task may only be assigned to one USV at a time, while
delay tasks may be assigned to multiple USVs.

(ii.) a policy πui
(O,A) returning a velocity vector v that

defines the behavior of USV ui given the current
observation history O and task allocation A.

The USV team does not know a priori which boats are
hostile, but can determine whether a boat is hostile through
observation. The features fbi ∈ Ftj in the USV team’s
observation history are used by the classification function
P (bi ∈ X|O) to determine the probability that boat bi is an
intruder. We assume that this function is given, and that its
exact nature will vary depending on the scenario.

If at any time the probability P (bi ∈ X|O) exceeds palert
for any boat bi, then an alert is triggered. The time until
arrival, tδ , is the difference between the time talert that an
alert was triggered, and the time tarrival when an intruder
arrives at the target. The objective of each USV is to find a
task allocation A∗ and policy π∗ui

that maximize the expected
tδ for the first boat bj that reaches the target,

〈A∗, π∗ui
〉 = arg max

A,πui

E[tδ|πui
(O,A)]. (1)

IV. APPROACH

The joint task allocation, A, is computed online and
updated during each planning time step. Our algorithm uses
both heuristics and model-predictive simulation to determine
which candidate task allocation is selected. We assume that
the USVs have full communication during this process.

The actual policy for each USV, πui(O,A), takes the task
allocation and observation history as input and generates
an appropriate velocity vector. This policy is implemented
using parameterized behaviors that have been tuned offline
by a genetic algorithm. These low-level behaviors are defined
below, followed by a description of our algorithm for high-
level task allocation, a description of the model-predictive
simulation process, and an overview of how we utilize of
genetic optimization.

A. Behaviors

The velocity vector returned by πui(O,A) is computed by
blending together the motion goals of lower-level policies for
the guard, observe and delay tasks in ui’s task assignment
Hui
∈ A. The motion goal for each individual task hj ∈ Hui

is given by Mhj
(O,A), defined below,

Mhj
(O,A) =


a boat’s location, lbj , if hj ∈ Ho,

a guard location, lgj , if hj ∈ Hg,

lopt(ui, bj , O,A), if hj ∈ Hd,

(2)

where lopt(ui, bj , O,A) is the optimal intercept point for
USV ui to intercept boat bj , given the set of USVs that
are assigned to delay bj in A. An example intercept path is
shown in Figure 2b.

(a) Observe and guard behavior (b) Delay behavior

Fig. 2: Example behaviors: a) USV1 approaches a weighted
motion goal corresponding to multiple observe and guard
tasks, b) two USVs compute a joint intercept path for intruder
b1 by estimating its reduction in velocity.

USV ui’s motion goal is defined as,

Mui
(O,A) =

{
Mhj

(O,A), if ∃hj ∈ Huj
∩Hd,

Mw(O,Hui
), otherwise,

(3)

which returns the result of Eqn. 2 if Hui contains a delay
task. Otherwise, it returns a weighted motion goal based on
USV ui’s currently assigned guard and observe tasks,

Mw(O,Hui
) =

∑
hj∈Hui

whj
(O)Mhj

(O,A)∑
hj∈Hui

whj (O)
, (4)

where whj
(O) is equal to wguard if hj is a guard task, and

equal to wobs(bj , O) if hj is an observe task for boat bj ,

wobs(bj , O) = wintrP (bj ∈ X|O)(1 +
wdist

|ltarget − lbj |
). (5)

The weights wguard, wintr and wdist are tuned for each
mission using the method described in Sec. IV-D. The
resulting policy for USV ui is defined as,

πui(O,A) = vuivec(lui ,Mui(O,A)), (6)

where vec(lui
, lg) = (lg− lui

)/|lg− lui
| is the unit vector in

the direction of lg from USV ui’s current location and vui

is the surge speed of ui.

B. Task Allocation

At the start of each scenario, an initial allocation A0

assigns a set of guard locations to each USV, distributed
uniformly at radius rguard around the target. As new boats
enter the scene, observation tasks for each boat are assigned
to the nearest USV. At regular time intervals, a reallocation
step occurs, in which each USV ui computes a revised
allocation A′, defined as

A′ = argmaxAj∈Ceval(O,Aj) (7)

where C is a set of candidate task allocations determined by
Alg. 1, and eval(O,Aj) computes an estimated time until
arrival for candidate Aj using model-predictive simulation,
described in Sec. IV-C. Each candidate Aj ∈ C differs



(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3: Candidate task allocations a) the current task allo-
cation A without modification, b) modification of A with
a single delay task exchanged from USV1 to USV2, c)
modification of A with a single delay task shared to USV2

from A by reassigning a single task from Hui
to another

USV, sharing a task from Hui
with another USV, or both.

These represent incremental changes, useful for gradually
improving the joint task allocation without evaluating all
possible allocations.

Algorithm 1 GENERATECANDIDATES(O,A, ui): Generate
a set of candidate task allocations.

1: C ← {A}
2: if ∃hj ∈ Huj

∩Hd then
3: C ← C ∪ SHARETASKS(O,A, ui)
4: for each Aj ∈ C do
5: C ← C ∪ EXCHANGETASKS(O,Aj , ui)
6: return C

The function EXCHANGETASKS(O,A, ui) returns a set of
task allocations CE = {A0,A1, . . .Am} where each Aj ∈
CE is the same as the input allocation A, except that task
hf has been removed from Hui

and given to another USV
uj ∈ U instead. Task hf ∈ Hui

is the task whose individual
motion goal Mhf

(O,A) is furthest from ui’s current motion
goal. Intuitively, this means we are dropping a task that USV
ui is least able to fulfill, and creating candidate allocations
for the other USVs who may be better suited for that task.

The definition of SHARETASKS(O,A, ui) is very similar
to EXCHANGETASKS, only the original task hf is never
dropped and delay tasks are the only tasks considered. If
a delay task already has dmax USVs assigned to it, the task
will not be shared. If at any point P (bi ∈ X|O) exceeds the
alert threshold palert, the observe task for boat bi will be
automatically converted into a delay task for bi.

C. Predictive Simulation

Each USV generates a set C of candidate task allocations
using the method in Alg. 1. To evaluate each Aj ∈ C,
we generate k scenarios W = {wi}ki=1 consistent with the
current observation history O. Each scenario wi is generated
by selecting a set of possible intruder boats Xi ⊆ B
based on the observations made by the USV team. The

number of possible sets Xi is determined by the minimum
xmin and maximum xmax number of intruders, where k =∑xmax

i=xmin

(
n
i

)
given n total boats in the scene. For each set

of possible intruders Xi we estimate the joint probability,

PXi =

 ∏
bj∈Xi

P (bj ∈ X|O)

 ∏
bj∈B\Xi

1− P (bj ∈ X|O)


where PXi is an approximation of P (X = Xi|O) computed
by assuming that the appearance of each intruder is statisti-
cally independent from the appearance of other intruders.

We use Monte Carlo simulation to estimate the expected
utility E[U(Πu, O,Ai)] of Ai, where Πu = {πui

: ui ∈ U}
is the joint policy of the entire USV team. As before, utility
is defined as tδ = tarrival − talert. During the simulation,
the policies πui

or πbj of USVs, passing boats, and intruder
boats, respectively, are integrated to produce new states.

During the predictive simulation, the task re-allocation
step (see Sec. IV-B) is performed at 1/6th the normal
frequency, and a fast heuristic evaluation method is used
to select the best USV. This is to prevent the predictive
simulation from recursively calling itself. Each trial is also
given a maximum duration, after which the arrival time of
the intruders is estimated based on the current state.

When determining which USV should receive a guard or
observe tasks, the heuristic selects the USV uj that has the
least distance between its current motion goal and the new
task. If USV uj is already assigned a delay task, the distance
between its motion goal and the new task is multiplied by
woccupied. When assigning delay tasks, the USV is selected
that minimizes the estimated arrival time of the intruder,
given the trajectory provided by lopt(ui, bj , O,A).

In the worst case, if xmin = 0 and xmax = n, the
number of possible scenarios k evaluated by the predictive
simulator is bounded by O(2n). For very large problems
the running time may become prohibitive and require the
pruning of scenarios based on their probability. However, in
the experimental results section later in this paper, we show
that the algorithm can be performed in real time without
pruning for reasonably sized scenarios.

D. Genetic Optimization

We used a genetic algorithm (GA) to optimize the un-
derlying parameters wguard, wintr, wdist, dmax rguard and
woccupied of the observe, guard, and delay behaviors to
further improve the expected utility of the USV policy.
The optimization of these behaviors allows the USVs to
make balanced decisions between guarding a certain location,
observing incoming boats, and intercepting and thus delaying
the movement of identified intruders.

We used a population size of 100, with initial parame-
ters for each chromosome assigned at random. We utilized
roulette wheel selection to determine the breeding popula-
tion, and applied genetic operators with a crossover rate of
0.35 and mutation rate of 0.08. Each chromosome’s fitness
was measured using the average time until arrival of 1000
random simulation runs.
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Fig. 4: Scenario 1, five USVs defend a target in an open
ocean with several passing boats. Boat X19, identified as
an intruder, is pursued by USVs U2 and U4. The task
assignments for each USV are shown as connecting lines.

Terrain

Target

U1

B18

B14

B17

B15

B16

X13,U2,U3

Fig. 5: Scenario 2, three USVs defend a target that is
protected by terrain to the south. USVs U2 and U3 are
actively blocking intruder X13, reducing the speed at which
it approaches the target.

V. RESULTS

A. Experimental Setup

We have evaluated our planning approach using two dis-
tinct scenarios.1 In scenario 1 (Fig. 4), the target is positioned
within a circular region without any static obstacles. In
scenario 2 (Fig. 5), the target is positioned above static terrain
restricting the direction of incoming boats. In scenario 1 there
are a total of 5 USVs and between 2 and 3 intruders, while in
scenario 2 there are 3 USVs and between 1 and 2 intruders.
Not counting USVs, both scenarios maintain a total of 8
boats in the scene at any given time.

At the beginning of each trial, boats are initialized at
random locations around the target. During the run, new
boats appear at the boundary of the operating space, which
is defined as a ring in the scenario 1, (with an inner and
outer radius of 1200 and 1500 m), or as two rectangles on
the left and right sides of the target in the scenario 2 (with a
distance of 1200 m from the target and a width of 300 m).

Each boat’s initial trajectory is a path tangent to a ran-
domly sized circle (or semi-circle in scenario 2) surrounding
the target with minimum and maximum radius of 450 and
900 m. The intruders turn towards the target when they
pass within 900 m, but if an intruder passes within 60 m

1An accompanying video is available at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org

(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 6: Average time until arrival, tδ , across 1000 randomly
seeded trials for USV teams using predictive, heuristic or
baseline strategies. For both scenarios, the predictive strategy
was better at delaying the intruders.

(a) Scenario 1 (b) Scenario 2

Fig. 7: Average time until arrival, tδ , for each generation
of the genetic algorithm when optimizing the predictive
strategy. Figures show the best performing chromosome and
the average across all 100 chromosomes in the population.

of a USV, it will start approaching the target immediately.
The maximum speed is 10 m/s for USVs and 9 m/s for
all other boats, while the blocking function is defined as
vblock(bi, n) = vbi/(n+ 1). We do not consider differential
constraints on a boat’s movement, since the planning is
executed on a large scale.

The observation classification function is simulated based
on the USV team’s distance from each boat; if no USV has
ever come within 600 m of boat bi, then P (bi ∈ X|O) returns
the prior probability 0.05. As USVs move within 600 m to
60 m of bi, the probability converges to 1 or 0, depending
on whether or not bi is actually an intruder. If any USV
comes within 60 m of bi, then bi is classified as an intruder
or non-intruder immediately. Gaussian noise is added to the
probability function so that the change is non-monotonic.

B. Result of Policy Evaluation

The parameters for the observe, guard, and delay behaviors
were optimized for both scenarios separately. The genetic
algorithm discussed in Sec. IV-D was run for 20 generations,
taking approximately six hours using Condor HTC with 100
cores @ 2.4 GHz. The results are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 a) and b) show the average time until arrival
across 1000 different trials for three different strategies.
The predictive strategy is the complete strategy described



in Sec. IV. The heuristic strategy does not perform any
predictive simulation and makes choices based only on the
heuristic evaluation method described in Sec. IV-C. The
baseline strategy does not assign observe tasks at all; each
USV waits at its default guard location until an intruder is
identified, at which point a delay task is assigned to the clos-
est dmax USVs. Each strategy was optimized independently
using the genetic algorithm.

As expected, the predictive strategy performed best, fol-
lowed by the heuristic strategy, and the baseline strategy
performed worst. Compared to the baseline strategy, the
predictive strategy increased the time until arrival by 27%
in scenario 1 and and 78% in scenario 2. Compared to the
heuristic strategy, the predictive strategy increased the time
until arrival by 13% in scenario 1 and 5% in scenario 2.
The difference in performance between the heuristic and
predictive strategies is less apparent in scenario 2, likely due
to the smaller number of choices during the task allocation
step, increasing the chance of the heuristic making the right
decision without any simulation.

In both scenarios, the predictive strategy was suitable for
real-time computation. In scenario 1, the average running
time for a single USV to complete one task allocation step
was 30 ms, with a worst-case time of 1076 ms. For scenario
2, the average running time was 7 ms, with a worst-case
time of 312 ms. The running time in the average case is
significantly less than the worst-case, because there is only
one possible world to evaluate once all the intruders have
been identified. The allotted time between task allocation
steps was fixed at 5000 ms, leaving room for more complex
simulations to be used in the future.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have developed a market-based planning approach
for protecting an asset by a team of USVs operating in
a continuous state-action space. The developed planner is
able to deal with uncertainty about which boats are actual
intruders, and can be optimized for a specific mission by
using a genetic algorithm.

We have demonstrated the planner’s performance in two
simulation scenarios. Performance was defined in terms of
the expected minimum arrival time to the target by an
intruder boat after it is alerted to the presence of intruders. In
both scenarios, the developed model-predictive planner had
a significant performance advantage compared to a baseline
strategy. Due to the simulation-based, model-predictive eval-
uation of task allocation plans, the planner also performed
better than its hand-coded heuristic counterpart.

In future work, we will study how blending multiple tasks
with variable priorities will affect guarding performance,
incorporate vehicle dynamics into the model to acquire a
realistic planning solution for smaller scale environments,
and learn an action-selection policy to produce state depen-
dent, optimized parameters rather than utilizing a static set.
We also will enhance the model to include sensor noise,
communication failures, and static obstacles, and will apply
the algorithm in ground- and aerial-vehicle domains.
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